Abstract
Introduction
The development of internet technology makes more information can be accessed. The most important part of the data remains unstructured documents [1] . This makes internet users need to manage large amounts of information [2] . Therefore, a method to organize that information is needed in order to be easily managed.
One of the solutions used to overcome the problem of organizing the information in the document is indexing or "tagging". Here, each document in a collection is indexed with a set of key phrases ("tags") that reflect its principal topics. However, assigning tag or key phrase manually is so time-consuming and impractical [3] . Therefore, a technique that can generate tags for a document automatically is required.
Key phrase indexing is an approach that maps a word or phrase in the documents to a related term in a controlled vocabulary. It is an intermediate approach between key phrase extraction and term assignment that combines the advantages of both and avoids their shortcomings [4] . Wikipedia can be used effectively to build a controlled vocabulary, which is then used to perform key phrase indexing. This approach is also called as topic indexing [5] . Thus, the resulting tag or key phrase is a term in a controlled vocabulary built from Wikipedia.
Mihalcea & Csomai [6] define "text wikification" (shortly "wikification") as the task of automatically extracting the most important words and phrases in the document, and identifying for each such words and phrases the appropriate link to a Wikipedia article. Milne and Witten [7] also had done a research to resolve "wikification" by using machine learning algorithm. Thus, the problem of topic indexing is closely related to "wikification" when Wikipedia is used to build a controlled vocabulary. TAGME [8, 9] is the first software system that, on-the-fly and with high precision or recall, perform entity annotation [10] for short text. An example of a short text is the post of a blog. Ferragina and Scaiella [8] also explains that there are new challenges in performing entity annotation on short text, which (1) could occur on-the-fly and thus cannot be pre-processed and (2) should be designed properly, because the input texts are too short that it is difficult to mine significant statistics that are rather available when texts are long. Thus, organizing the posts of a blog can be done with entity annotation approach, which uses tags to represent that blog posts. Challenges in entity annotation process can be solved with TAGME's algorithmic technology (shortly TAGME technology). Therefore, in this study, technology (algorithm), which is used in TAGME, is implemented to perform entity annotation on a post in WordPress CMS. WordPress is the most used CMS (47.09%) over the world [11] . Furthermore, it's also the most used CMS for blog management (97.78%) [11] . Linawati et al. [12] even proposed synchronization interfaces to migrate teachers" or lecturers" learning materials from WordPress into Moodle, so that it can improve the Moodle utilization as an e-learning system.
2. TAGME Technology TAGME is a "topic annotator" that is able to identify meaningful sequences of words in a short text and link them to a pertinent Wikipedia [13] . TAGME uses the sequences of terms composing the anchor texts which occur in the Wikipedia pages to identify meaningful term sequences (spot) in the input text, then uses the pages (possibly many) pointed in Wikipedia by that spot or anchor as possible senses for each spot. Sense selection for the spot which has more than one sense is done by using functions, which fast to be computed and accurate to find a collective agreement among all spot to Wikipedia page (sense) mapping [8] .
There are three steps, which is done by TAGME to perform annotation. They are as described by the following subsection [8] .
Anchor Parsing
TAGME receives a short text as input, tokenizes it, and then detects the anchors by querying the anchor dictionary. If there are two anchors ( and ) and is a (word-based) substring of , TAGME drop only if ( ) ( ).
Anchor Disambiguation
In this step, TAGME tries to disambiguate each anchor, i.e. choose one sense for each anchor. This is done by calculating a value for each anchor's possible sense which is wanted to be disambiguated. This value is obtained by using a voting scheme, which calculates the vote from each other anchors to annotation for that anchor.
Ferragina and Scaiella [8] explains that the basic calculation of vote as described by Equation (1), which is proposed by Milne and Witten [14] to measure relatedness between two Wikipedia pages ( and ).
( )
In (1), is the number of page in Wikipedia, ( ) and ( ) are the set of Wikipedia pages pointing to page and .
After obtaining total vote for each anchor, TAGME uses an approach which is called Disambiguation by Threshold (shortly DT), i.e. get 30% sense which has highest total vote, then annotates anchor with sense which has the highest commonness.
Anchor Pruning
The disambiguation phase produces a set of candidate annotations, one per anchor detected in the input text. This set has to be pruned in order to possibly discard the meaningless annotations. These "bad annotations" are detected by using a simple scoring function that takes into account only two features: the value of link probability and coherence. Pruning score is obtained by calculating the average of these two values. If the obtained pruning score for an annotation is smaller than a threshold, , that annotation is discarded from the final resulting set of annotation.
Entity Annotation
In this section, it is explained the results of research and at the same time is given the comprehensive discussion. Results can be presented in figures, graphs, tables and others that make the reader understand easily [2] , [5] . The discussion can be made in several subchapters.
Entity annotation is an approach to overcome the limitation of classic approaches which are based on "bag-of-words" paradigm in providing semantic representation for a text document. The key idea of this approach is to identify, in the input text, short-and-meaningful sequences of terms (also called mentions) and annotate them with unambiguous identifiers (also called entities) drawn from a catalog, such as Wikipedia [10] .
The process of entity annotation involves three main steps [10]: 1. parsing of the input text, which is the task to detect candidate entity mentions and link each of them to all possible entities they could mention; 2. disambiguation of mentions, which is the task of selecting the most pertinent Wikipedia page (i.e. entity) that best describes each mention; 3. Pruning of a mention, which discards a detected mention and its annotated entity if they are considered not interesting or pertinent to the semantic interpretation of the input text. The problem of entity annotation can be casted in two main classes: (1) the identification of (possibly scored) annotations, and thus the identification of mention-entity pairs; and (2) finding tags (possibly scored or ranked), and thus accounting only for the entities [10] .
Methodology and Design
In this study, two applications were developed, i.e. preprocessing application and plugin application. Preprocessing application is used to process information in Wikipedia (i.e. Wikipedia articles which are exported by using 'Special: Export' facility) to create an anchor dictionary which is required to implement TAGME technology. Plugin application is a plugin for WordPress CMS which is used to perform entity annotation. The entity annotation process is performed by using anchor dictionary, which is created by preprocessing application. The relationship between these two applications is shown in Figure 1 .
In this study, Wikipedia Bahasa Indonesia articles under Computer Science (Ilmu Komputer in Bahasa Indonesia) category structure were downloaded. We retrieved only articles that are in the range of two level subcategories from the root category. These Wikipedia articles were downloaded on 22 February 2015. This also explains the steps being taken to get the Wikipedia Bahasa Indonesia articles in Computer Science category which is shown in Figure 1 . 
Preprocessing Application
Preprocessing application is an application which is used to process information in Wikipedia. This information is in the form of XML file of the exported Wikipedia pages (henceforth referred to as Wikipedia XML dump). This application creates an anchor dictionary in the form of XML file. Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the main process in preprocessing application. Parsing and iteration process of Wikipedia XML dump is done by using WikiXMLJ. In Figure 2 , in the process of getting the set of mapping data, a mapping data is a wikilink or internal link. A "wikilink" links a page to another page within Wikipedia. This process aims to get the set of mapping data in the Wikipedia page which is being processed in the iteration. This also means that mapping data consists of an anchor text (i.e. a text that appears in Wikipedia pages as a link) and a sense (i.e. Wikipedia page which is targeted by that link). In addition, this process ensures the anchor text in the mapping data is composed by more than one character and not just numbers. 
. Flowchart of the Main Process in Preprocessing Application
The next process is to insert the set of mapping data which is found to anchor dictionary. Moreover, ( ), the number of mapping data (counter), and "in page" set which corresponds to a mapping data is also specified to anchor dictionary. The "in page" set is a set of Wikipedia page title which the corresponding page contains that mapping data.
In Figure 2 , the process of elimination of the anchor dictionary records (first phase) aims to discard anchor dictionary records with ( ) . Moreover, this process counts the frequency of anchor text occurrence in Wikipedia page which is being processed in the iteration, then accumulates that frequency value to ( ) in anchor dictionary record which corresponds to that anchor text. The process of elimination of the anchor dictionary records (second phase) aims to discard anchor dictionary records with ( ) Figure 3 shows the XML element structure of an anchored dictionary record. 
Plugin Application
Plugin application performs entity annotation by using anchor dictionary which is created by preprocessing application. The entity annotation process is performed by giving tag suggestion(s) to user based on the written input text and creating hyperlink on word or phrase The plugin's user interface is displayed in the page of editing a post or creating a new post, under the text editor in WordPress CMS. This plugin allows user to request tag suggestion(s), choose tag suggestion(s) given to become tag(s) of a post, delete the chosen tag(s), and change the threshold value. TAGME technology which had been implemented on this plugin works when user requests tag suggestion. Figure 4 shows the process when user request tag suggestion. Moreover, Figure 4 shows that there are three main processes which are performed to handle tag suggestion request. These processes are also denoted as the main step in TAGME, i.e. anchor parsing, anchor disambiguation, and anchor pruning. Anchor parsing process queries the anchor dictionary to obtain anchor text records and searches the occurrence of those anchor text records in the post. Moreover, this process also perform selection process if more than one anchor text is found, which one of those anchor text is substring (word-based) of other anchors text, follows what is done by TAGME.
The next process is anchor disambiguation. If an anchor text has more than one sense, disambiguation is a process of choosing one of those senses. Thus, this process generates a set of anchor text that is mapped to exactly one sense.
The next process is anchor pruning which aims to discard meaningless annotations. This is done by calculating a pruning score, then by comparing it with a threshold as done by TAGME. This process results a set of final annotations for a post.
Implementation
The plugin application which was developed is implemented on WordPress 4.1.5. This plugin can be used after the user installs the plugin by using Add Plugins page on WordPress. Then, user needs to activate the plugin which can be done through Plugins page on WordPress. The installation can be done by user who has privilege as an administrator.
Anchor dictionary which is created by preprocessing application contains 1,259 records. This anchor dictionary needs to be imported to WordPress, so it can be used by the plugin. This importing process can be done by using anchor dictionary importing facility which is provided by the plugin. 
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The request of tag suggestion can be done from the page of editing a post or creating a new post. Figure 5 shows tag suggestions which given by the plugin with input text about computer hardware.
Figure 5. Tag Suggestion Given by the Plugin for Input Text about Computer Hardware
A tag suggestion which is chosen by the user will become a post's tag. When the user saves (as a draft) or publishes a post, before that process is executed by the WordPress, plugin will create hyperlink on word or phrase in the input text to Wikipedia page based on the selected tag suggestions. For example, in Figure 5 , the "Perangkat keras" tag ("perangkat keras" means "hardware" in English) is chosen, then user decides to save or publish that post (an input text about computer hardware). Before WordPress saves or publishes that post, plugin will create hyperlink on all "perangkat keras" phrase in the input text to Wikipedia page titled "Perangkat keras". This is because "perangkat keras" phrase is the anchor text of "Perangkat keras" sense.
Testing and Results
Testing is performed to measure precision, recall, and of the tag suggestion(s) given by the plugin.
Testing Data
Data set for testing is built by selecting randomly 100 Wikipedia articles under Computer Science category structure. Then, texts in those articles are edited by discarding citation (if available), i.e. number between square brackets. The result of this process is 100 plain texts which becomes the data set for testing.
In this study, we limit the text's length in the testing data set to around 200 words. This is done as follows: if the length of a Wikipedia article is less than 200 words, we take all text in that article as the testing data. Otherwise, we take only the first (around) 200 words with sentence as the window of selection.
Results
In this study, precision and recall are measured with focus on which sense got linked, i.e. tag suggestion which is given by the plugin. Let ( ) is the set of sense in text in ground truth, i.e. Wikipedia articles which are used to create text and ( ) is the set of sense in text 492 which is given by the plugin in the form of tag suggestion set. Then, ( ) is added with the title of Wikipedia article which is used to create text, . This addition is performed because that title of Wikipedia article can become a tag of the text , but not contained in the set of sense in the text in ground truth. Precision and recall is calculated based on ( ) and ( ). Moreover, let ( ) and ( ), there is probability that , but is still relevant to ( is considered equal to ). This can be occured if in the Wikipedia, is a redirect of , or vice versa.
For each text in testing data set, precision and recall is calculated with five variations of values, i.e. 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. Table 1 shows the average of precision and recall from 100 testing data, and for that average of precision and recall. Table 1 shows that the highest average of precision (i.e. 0.7638), is obtained when and the highest average of recall (i.e. 0.5508) is obtained when . Moreover, the highest (i.e. 0.59) is obtained when . Based on the testing process, it was found that Wikipedia Bahasa Indonesia is not good enough if it is used as ground truth for testing or evaluation, particularly the articles which are under the Computer Science category structure. This is because we still found sense that is not appropriate for a particular anchor text. For example, sense of anchor text "eksekusi" (means "execute" in English) in Ada (programming language) is "Hukuman mati" (means "death penalty" in English), which is not proper. Anchor text "eksekusi" in that article should be interpreted as execution of program code. Thus, it is necessary to use a better set of testing data, i.e. each anchor text in that data set has an appropriate sense.
Conclusion
Information in Wikipedia (i.e. the exported Wikipedia articles, particularly which are under Computer Science category structure) is processed to create an anchor dictionary in the form of XML file. This anchor dictionary contains 1,259 records. Moreover, TAGME technology is implemented as a WordPress plugin to perform entity annotation. The entity annotation is performed by giving tag suggestion for a post and creating hyperlink to Wikipedia page on word or phrase in the post based on the selected tag suggestion which is wanted to be the tag of the post.
Based on the testing result, the highest precision, recall, and , that can be achieved by the plugin is 0.7638, 0.5508, and 0.59 respectively. In a subsequent study, testing should be carried out by using a better data set. Moreover, to increase precision, recall, and , a study can be conducted to find a novel or modified relatedness function which can give better result when use a smaller anchor dictionary (subset of Wikipedia), as done in this study.
In the future, we intent to develop the plugin to perform text categorization, which uses the entity annotation approach. In our hypothesis, this can be done by including the Wikipedia page's category structure and information to anchor dictionary which is conducted by the preprocessing application. Moreover, we also need to modify the plugin so that it can facilitate the text categorization functionality.
